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Worries Me By Jill Geraghty Groves-  You will need one 6 x 4 inch photo

1. Use the black bazzil bling as your base.
2. Cut a  6 x 6 inch piece of  Jenni Bowlin paper - distress the edges and add 
to cardstock as per photo
3. Add your black and white photo and sew around the edges to form a 
frame
4. Create 5 flowers from the cream pink paislee paper - using scalloped  
scissors or a die cut shape if you have one - Crumple them and ink the edges 
lightly – Add a  rub on and rhinestones for the centres
5. Using the  silver and  vintage yellow ribbons from your addiction pack 
created ruffled flowers.  Cut a piece approximately 15 - 20 cm long - Run a  
long hand stitch down the edge and gather -  Use pins and buttons and 
strips of  blue swiss fabric  to hold together and make the centres. You will 
need to hand sew these together. Add to your layout.  - Please note these 
can be a bit fiddly - but look so effective and once you master this technique 
you can use these cuties on so many things!
6. Place your title using the  Heidi Swapp letters and add some hand written 
journaling.

Extra  Products Needed -   Black Journalling Pen Thread for your button , Notebook paper

You and Me  By Gigi Kennedy -  You will need one 6 x 4 inch photo

Extra  Products Needed - Journalling pen, Needle and  thread,  Scalloped Edge scissors, Sewing machine, Distressing tool

1. Use the Jenni Bowlin Soda paper as your base
2. Add your vintage book page  on an angle 
3. Cut a strip of  Jenni Bowlin blue dot  approximately 3 
inches wide  -  tear the edge
4. Cut a strip of the Pink Paislee die cut paper - making sure 
you use the decorative edge - approximately  1.5 inches 
wide 
5. Layer these across your vintage page.
6. Add your photo
7. Using a piece of lined note paper write your journaling  - 
8. Cut some strips of  Carolee Creation  yellow paper to use 
like sticky tape across your journaling  block.
9. Hand sew a button to a Jenni Bowlin  blue ticket and 
attach to your layout with some ribbon tails
10. Add your title with pink paislee letter stickers and a  blue 
star �nishes it o�.

Featuring: September 2008

Offering even more value for collections -   four projects created especially for you.

Tarisota  Treats



New Pup By Mel Goodsell-  You will need One 5 x 7  and Two 3 x 4
inch photos
 

1. Hand cut the Pink Paislee owl carefully.  Using a fine black pen add some 
definition round the wings and body. Using dimensional magic apply over the 
body of the owl and leave to dry.
2. Trim a piece of the bazzil bling to  12 x 9 inches and layer over white cardstock- 
approximately two inches from the left hand side.
3. Cut a piece of  yellow and black dot pink paislee 9 x  4 inches and place half an 
inch up form the bottom of your layout 
4. Mat your photos on white cardstock- using decorative scissors cut a scalloped 
mat from white cardstock - add your photo then run a black sewing stitch 
around the edge-altrenatively you can just use a fine black marker
5.Create a journaling block from  white copy paper -3 x 3 inches - round the 
edges and define with a black pen
6. Cut out the tree branch form the pink paislee paper.
7. Add your photo  branch owl and journalling block.
8. Rub on the decorative border 
9. Add your title using  pink paislee stickers and some handwriting
10. Finish with a piece of black velvet ribbon on the right hand side of your       
                 layout
.

Extra  Products Needed - Journalling Pen  White copy paper

Whoooo By Nic Howard-  You will need one 4 x 6 inch photo

Extra  Products Needed - Black Fine Tip Pen, Dimensional magic  Sewing machine 
white copy paper
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Starlight 
StarBright

1. Trim the basic grey sheet down to 25cm X 19cm. 
2. Cut three pieces from the Carolee Creations Day to Remember Paper - one for the top 
header, another piece (5cm X 22cm) to be positioned under the photographs and a final piece 
(8cm X 10) for journaling.
4. Hand record your journaling on the 8cm X 10cm piece of paper
5. Add 'it was' in pink paislee stickers for your final title
6 Fashion two photo corners using a scrap piece of black fabric
7. Cut two pieces of ribbon.  One black strip (28cm) and one thinner white strip (28cm).  
Adhere the white ribbon on top of the black ribbon. Cut a piece of black spotty ribbon (19cm) 
Cut a piece of black/white striped fabric (14.5cm X 1cm)
8. Cut out a smaller title (new pup, cute, love, etc..) from the alphabet sheet of patterned paper 
and adhere onto a covered Pink Paislee chipboard shape.
9. Layer your layout - Basic Grey first (approximately 4.5cm in from the left hand side and 6cm 
down from the top). 
10. Add your Carolee's Creations title strip next, sitting approximately 3cm down from the top 
of the white bazzill.    Add the small strip of black/white striped fabric to the top left hand side 
(just above the title strip)  
11. Add your photos- over lapping as needs be.
12. Position the other piece of Carolee's Creations patterned paper (5cm X 22cm) under the 
photographs.  
13. Add the journaling block and smaller title (on the Pink Paislee chipboard) and adhere a 
white star (off centre) onto this.
14. Position the two photo corners on the layout (one on journaling and one on the bottom of 
the left hand side photo)
15. Add your strips of ribbon, sliding the largest strip of ribbon slightly under the smaller title.
Add the Pink paislee rub ons - down the side


